Simple Thanksgiving Day Crafts

What a Turkey
Ask each child to write what she's
thankful for on a paper feather, then
stick it into this cute turkey
centerpiece.
How to make it: Cut a 1-inch sliver off
the bottom of a 9-inch polystyrene
ball. Wrap sphere neatly in thick darkbrown
yarn,
covering
surface
completely; knot on bottom. Make a
4-inch ball from light-brown yarn and
attach to body with a wooden craft
stick.
Create simple facial features using
felt: white circles (approximately the
size of a quarter, with 1/8-inch pom-poms for pupils) for eyes, yellow
triangles for the beak, and long red felt teardrops as the wattle. Cut feather
shapes from colored craft paper and bend in half lengthwise to create seam.
Glue wooden craft stick to the bottom third of the feather and insert in a fan
shape on turkey body.
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Fine Dining
Make a tablecloth from butcher paper and
colorful craft paper. Bonus: Kids can color
right on it.
How to make it: Trace dinner plate onto
patterned paper; cut one for each guest.
Attach
to
a
brown
butcher-paper
tablecloth with double-stick tape. Cut a 21/2-inchsquare out of complementary
paper and snip the edge of two corners to
make utensil pocket. Attach double-stick
tape to left, right, and bottom sides of
pocket and bow pocket slightly before
attaching to butcher-paper.

Picture This
Personalized photo cup cozies will help
little kids keep tabs on their drinks -even if they cant read yet.
How to make it: Cut a 2-inch circle out
of decorative paper and cut a close-up
photo of child's face into a 1-3/4-inch
circle. Center photograph on paper circle
and attach with double-stick foam tape.
Adhere to cardboard cup jacket with
double-sided foam tape.
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Napkin Buddy
What you'll need: Empty cardboard
tubes, scissors, colored craft foam,
scalloped-edge
scissors,
foam
mounting tape, googly eyes, Hold the
Foam! Glue
How to make it: Cut cardboard
tubes into 1-inch-wide rings. Cut 5-x1-1/8-inch pieces of foam; glue one
around each ring. To make the
turkey's body, cut out one 2-inch
circle from craft foam. For the layered
"feathers," cut out one 3-inch and one
4-inch circle from foam, then cut both
in half. Trim the rounded edges with
scalloped scissors. Glue the 4-inch
half-circle to the center of the napkin
ring; let dry. For dimension, use
mounting tape to layer the 3-inch
half-circle on top, then the 2-inch circle on top of that. Cut out a turkey
head, beak, and wattle from foam. Glue the wattle, beak, and googly eyes to
the head; let dry. Then glue the head to the center of the top circle
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Friendly Fowl
What you'll need: Solid-color adult- and
child-size socks, scissors, pinking shears,
dried beans, twist ties, stiffened or
regular felt in assorted colors, one large
and two tiny pom-poms for each turkey,
fabric glue.
How to make it: Cut off the top of each
sock. Leave about 6 inches to the toe for
each adult sock and 5 inches to the toe
for each child's sock. Fill a sock with
beans until it is two-thirds full. Gather
the sock's opening, and close with a twist
tie. Pull sock edges down and over
exposed twist tie; glue to secure. Use
pinking shears to cut out 6 turkey
"feathers" from felt and glue over this
area; this will be the back of the turkey.
Cut out a felt wattle and beak; glue them
to the front of a large pom-pom. Glue on two tiny pom-poms for eyes. When
dry, glue head to the front of the turkey.
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Tepees & Houses
Tepees
What you'll need: Dessert-size paper
plates, scissors, brown chenille stems,
tape, small brush, sea sponge, craft paint,
craft glue
How to make them: Cut paper plate in
half. Roll ends to create a cone shape; tape
to secure. Using a sea sponge, paint on a
background with light-colored paint; let
dry. Then, use a paintbrush to paint on
designs; let dry. Cut chenille stems into
three 3-1/2-inch pieces and glue to the
inside
of
the
top
of
the
tepee.
Houses
What you'll need: Empty pint-size milk or
creamer cartons, craft glue, spray-on paint
primer, craft paint, pencil, brushes
How to make them: Glue container closed. Spray on paint primer; let dry.
Paint top third of the container a darker color to resemble a roof. Paint the
rest of the house a contrasting color; let dry. Use a pencil to sketch out
windows and a door, then paint them on.

Happy Thanksgiving!
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